Assembly problems require that a robot with a few actuated degrees of freedom manipulate an environment with a greater number of unactuated degrees of freedom. Since the dynamical coupling between degrees of freedom in this setting is a function of their relative configuration, the motion of such systems is subject to constraints that preclude smooth feedback stabilization. This paper explores the extent to which assembly planning and control may be effected by recourse to some other methodical means of generating stabilizing feedback controllers. A partial solution is offered for a very simple assembly problem involving an intermittent dynamical environment.
Introduction
In the course of our robot juggling research [5] we have recently reported experimental success in transferring a two degree of freedom body falling freely in the earth's gravitational field from an arbitrarily chosen initial state to a specified zero velocity state via intermittent impacts with a one degree of freedom robot [4] . Our control strategy commands first a (provably correct) juggling algorithm [3] designed to bring the body to some known periodic trajectory and then switches to a catching algorithm designed ( but not yet formally proven) to bring the body to rest from the known intermediate oscillatory conditions. Empirical success notwithstanding, one would prefer, in general, some methodically chosen controller. One might inquire, for instance, why this apparently ad hoc strategy should be employed, and ' This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under a Presidential Young Investigator Award. whether other intuitively devised schemes might succeed equally well. In particular, it seems undesirable to rely upon a switched combination of two feedback laws when a single smooth controller might do the job.
Transferring a system of bodies possessing a greater number of degrees of freedom than the number of actuated degrees of freedom available from one configuration to another is an assembly problem. Note that the possibility of solving such problems depends on the fact that the dynamical coupling between degrees of freedom is not fixed. More precisely, the allowable infinitesimal motions of the body system differ from configuration to configuration. Thus, since the motion of the bodies is subject to constraints that are not integrable, assembly problems give rise to nonholonomically constrained control systems. These seem to differ from the more commonly studied nonholonomic robotics problems involving steering wheels [i1] or coupled vehicles [9] in that here the tangent bundle constraints are (at best) Cw rather than analytic. They seem to be very similar in most other respects, and there is good reason to hope that a principled treatment of one class should shed light on the other. One significant feature of such problems is that even while the control systems that arise are completely controllable, Brockett's [2] stabilizability condition is not met [1] , and there is no possibility of constructing a single smooth feedback controller to stabilize an isolated equilibrium state.
These preliminary remarks now place the juggling problem in a clearer context. While our empirically successful "materials handling" strategy has still little pretension to systematic origins, it is at least clear that some kind of "switched" control policy will be unavoidable. In a recent paper introducing the assembly problem [8] , the author has studied a very simple ex-ample -the One Degree of Freedom Unit Assembly Problem -in a quasi-static environment. That is to say, the Newtonian dynamics of a free body are replaced with Whitney's "generalized damper" dynamics [12] as is common in the assembly planning literature [10] , the system is shown to be completely controllable and not stabilizable, and a switched controller derived (relatively) methodically is shown to solve a partial version of the problem.
This paper represents a first effort to come to grips (so to speak) with the possibility for justification (or improvement) of our experimental success in "materials handling" through juggling and catching via a formal examination of the attendant ambly problem. Section 2 places the One Degree of Freedom Unit Assembly Problem back in a dynamical setting -the free body obeys Newton's laws -and demonstrates that any physically reasonable model of contact between the robot and body gives rise to a dynamical model which is again completely controllable but not feedback stabilizable. To simplify the synthesis problem, it is convenient to pass to an impulse model of contact, thereby fixing the formal representation of the problem as occuring within an intermittent dynamical environment in conformity with our ongoing juggling work [5] . A partial solution to this assembly problem is offered in Section 3. The paper concludes with a brief speculation about where these ideas may lead. 2 
The Task
It is desired to place the body at a specified goal location. The problem at hand is to devise an autonomous strategy for the robot that will enable it to move toward the body, "grab it", and place it in the arbitrarily designated new location, and proceed to its nest. More formally, we seek a feedback controller, (q, GRIP)(t) = G(r, t, b, 6, ...)(t) which causes the robot to bring the body to the specified goal assuming arbitrary initial conditions. There are two versions of the problem. In the first instance, the robot's state is left unspecified after the body has reached the goal. In the second instance, the robot is commanded to return to some specified nest state as well. This paper provides a smooth feedback controller, G that solves the first version -"half' -of the unit assembly problem. It will be seen that the second version cannot be effected via a smooth feedback controller because of the intrinsic nonholonomic constraints that arise. This is the problem solved by empirical demonstration in [4] .
Contact Models
This section addresses the issue of how to represent the contact event between body and robot gripper. Dynamical assembly interactions connote in their simplest instance contact conditions between body and robot that are of extremely short duration and involve very large forces. In the limit, such impact conditions lead to the notion of impulses introduced to maintain inequality constraints in configuration [7] . In the present setting it will prove useful to work with both the continuous and impulsive models of contact force. To maintain some generality in the later controllability/stabilizability discussion a general force model of contact is first presented that makes the minimal assumptions necessary to realize the required physical constraints. For purposes of controller synthesis it proves convenient to replace this general force law with an impulse model of instantaneous collision.
Force Model
Contact forces, c(6, 6), depend upon the relative con- forces (1) arising from the robot's gripper engaging the body: if the robot exerts a force c on the body then the body exerts a force, -c, on the robot. But this contact occurs only if the robot's gripper is engaged. The simplest representation of this situation may be given by multiplying the force law, c, by the multiplicative decision variable, GRIP, which, when zero, precludes any dynamical coupling at all. The coupled system may be modeled as r =-GRIP *C +4 b= GRIP * C.
Denoting the joint state vector as x = Rb b, r, this dynamical system may be rewritten as
It is easy to see that this system is completely controllable. Given initial and final states, £j, XF, respectively, set GRIP= 0, and transfer the decoupled robot (double integrator) system to match the state of the body at some future time, tl, where matching means bringing the robot to the boundary of the c region of contact at a matching velocity so that the robot and the body's goal point form an interval containing the body's present location, XI + ti1XI2 E [XF1, X3(tl)]-Now engage the gripper (set GRIP = 1), cancel the effects of contact on the robot (set 4 =-c + +), and drive the body's state until time t2 in such a manner that it will "drift" to the desired final state, (XFI, £F2) at time t3. This may be done by using 4 to control the relative position and velocity of the robot and body, thereby employing c as a control input to the body. Disengage the gripper at time t2 and bring the robot to its desired final state at t3 via the input 4.
Lemma 1 The coupled system (3) is not smoothly stabilizable. to any isolated equilibrium state, £* for which 1£t -x£1 > c.
Proof:
According to Brockett's observation [2] , the vector field must be onto some neighbor- -tn denote the time the robot 1629 allows to elapse between impact n and impact n + 1, we have b(n + 1) = b(n) + Atn (-at(n) + (1 + at)t(n)) i4n-i 1) -ab(n)+ (1 +)t(n).
(4) While both Atn and t(n) are formally control inputs, it will suffice for the present purposes to concentrate on the second. Thus, denoting w(n) = [ ( ]; u(n) = t(tn) -(tn)X the system may be equiivalently rewritten in the form w( linearized feedback strategies produced closed loop systems, f J ' with unacceptably small domains of attraction [3] . It was necessary to pass to a nonlinear strategy. In the present case, there can be no objection to a linear feedback law since an asymptotically stable equilibrium state attracts the entire state space. However the difficulties in implementing the abstract impact schedule -in measuring the body state just at time of impact; in controlling the robot's velocity acurately enough at the exactly right time and place required -and the absolute reliance upon the abstract dynamical model implied by the map g turned out to degrade juggling performance considerably.
In contrast, extremely reliable juggling behavior with very strong robustness properties emerged from forcing the robot to track a reference trajectory obtained by passing the body's state trajectory through a carefully chosen memoryless nonlinearity [5, 3] .
Thus, in setting up the present problem in Section 2, we have explicitly required that the robot's feedback controller, G be a function of the continuous time robot-body state.
Augmented Reference Dynamics
Forcing the robot to track the output of a memoryless nonlinear transformation of the body's state, r(t) = p(b, b)(t) achieved juggling in an intermittent dynamical environment forced by the earth's gravitational field [5] . In this setting, the same strategy will not work. For example, if b(O) = 0 but b $ 0 then t(O) = 0, and the first (and all succeeding) impacts to the environmental control system (4) = kTw(n), realizing3 any desired linear impact schedule (5) .
3Note that the gripper is disengaged, GRIP = 0, at time tn iif and only if the desirel impact schedule called for a zero impulse to be applied anyway. 4 
Conclusion
The mirror law proposed above solves the partial one degree of freedom unit assembly problem. Any (standard) asymptotically exact tracking method that forces the robot to track this p results in a trajectory delivering the necessary impact schedule to guarantee that every initial error in actual body state be asymptotically reduced to zero through repeated impacts. It must be emphatically stated that this solution does not address the more fundamental problem of stabilizing a nonholonomically constrained system. The partial problem requires stabilization to a subspace (i.e. bring the body-robot system to the body's goal) to which there are no smoothness obstructions. The full problem (i.e., bring the body-robot system to the body's goal and the robot's nest) remains.
A solution to the full problem should presumably cause the robot to nest if and only if the body is at its goal point. How this should be accomplished is not entirely clear at present. For one would wish to generalize such strategies to encompass both more bodies and higher degrees of freedom. The latter generalization seems reasonably achievable within the present context. The former generalization seems to require a more methodical means of point stabilization in nonholonomically constrained systems.
